
 

Religious Studies  L.T.P  for KS 4 Year 11 (5 x 2weeks) 
Autumn term  
1st half 
 

Autumn 2nd-half 
 
 
 

S     Spring Summer 

Explore:  Islam Explore:  Philosophy of Islam Explore: Islam & Christianity Explore:  Equality and social justice 
Explore and examine core Muslim beliefs and  
teachings and the impact on Muslims life/worship 
and practice. 
Examine divergent views in comparison to  
Sunni and Shia teachings; philosophy - analysing  
theories to draw comparisons between religions. 

Explore and examine the philosophies in Islam as  
proof of Allah’s existence.   
Examine various practical and philosophical  
solutions raised by divergent and non-religious  
viewpoints. 
 

Explore the nature, history and purpose of the core  
fundamental values and teachings found in Islam. 
Comparing some of the factors above with Christian  
beliefs, worship and practices.  

Explore ethical issues in a contemporary society;  
factors and concepts to include religious and  
non-religious viewpoints; methodologies which  
dictate and influence the nature of Islam; 
teachings and beliefs system. 

SMSC CAREERS 
 
 

Ø Islam (including divergent views): Sp1Sp2 Sp3 Sp4 Sp5. M1 M2 M3 M4 M5. So1 So2 
So4. C1 C2 C3. 
 

Ø Christianity: Sp1Sp2 Sp3 Sp4 Sp5. M1 M2 M3 M4 M5. So1 So2 So4. C1 C2 C3. 
 
 

Ø Humanism: Sp1Sp2 Sp3 Sp4 Sp5. M1 M2 M3 M4 M5. So1 So2 So4. C1 C2 C3. 

Examine and evaluate the benefits of learning about and from the six major world religions: 
Ø To tackle hatred, racism and prejudice 
Ø Discuss the benefits of living in a multi-faith, pluralistic society 
Ø Promote community cohesion 
Ø Exploring the qualities which are valued by a civilised society – thoughtfulness, 

honesty, respect for difference, independence and interdependence acceptance and 
engagement with fundamental British values of democracy, the rule of law, 
individual liberty and mutual respect and tolerance of those with different faiths and 
beliefs  

Ø Asking questions about the social impact of religion. 
Religious education is beneficial to certain career such as: 
• Social work 
• Juridical system (including the police force) 
• Armed forces 
• Medicine 

 
INTERLEAVE HIGHER CONTENT 

 
Re-cap starters, activities designed for recapping linear learning, and revision to focus on 
topics taught throughout the year; supported by focused homework tasks. 
Exam questions (short and extended writing) designed to reflect and assess current and prior 
learning from previous topics and themes. 
 
 
 
 

Select and retrieve appropriate information fit for a particular purpose using a range of 
mediums. 
To use higher order vocabulary (written and oral literacy) to include religious terminology 
applied accurately.  
Analyse theory in order to draw connections amongst the ideas. 
Experiment with questions using information in a different situation and context; compare, 
analyse through evaluation and evidence to reach a justified conclusions 
Religious scripture (passage learnt and identified) then applied to particular points to justify 
reasoning and argument. 

Class of 2020 (Yr 11) Long Term Planning 

 



 
 

 


